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Abstract 

In this thesis, we examine the importance of an efficient mirror in laser structures regarding 

threshold current density, as well as proposed an alternative reflector in the form of 

Subwavelength Gratings (SWGs) to standard DBRs for III-Nitride VCSELs. The numerical method 

Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) for grating reflectivity is shown and was used in all 

reflectivity simulations.  

SWG reflectors for blue light of  = 450 nm capable of ultra-high reflectivity were designed 

in this work, which is achievable by InGaN quantum well in III-Nitride VCSEL structures. This 

SWG is a GaN based grating on an air interface with a period (), of 400 nm, a duty cycle of 

50%, and a height (H) of 130 nm which shows reflectivity >99% in the range of  ~400 nm to 

~460 nm. This grating is polarization selective and favors reflecting TE light, where the electric 

field is parallel to the grating bars. The effect of variations in grating period, height, and duty 

cycle were explored and it was found the period has a significant impact on the position of the 

reflective band. A threshold analysis was performed on a VCSEL implementing the designed 

SWG and threshold current densities of ~ 4.6 kA/cm2 were achieved for a light emission of 450 

nm. This grating mirror is designed with the intent of replacing the inefficient p-type DBRs in 

standard III-Nitride VCSEL structures, and was shown to be an exceptional upgrade. Lastly a 

fabrication for our membrane structure SWG was proposed. 
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Figure 1-1: Threshold currents as a function of ambient temperature for single QW 

InGaAs lasers with various mirror coatings [3].  

1. Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) 

1.1. The First Steps of VCSELs 

VCSELs were first conceived by Kenichi Iga and his group in 1977 with an eventual device 

realization in 1979 [1], [2]. As the name suggests light emits from the VCSEL’s surface as opposed 

to edge emitting lasers which emit light from the side of the laser structure. While the initial 

devices had incredibly short lifetimes, a new field was opened, leading to the first GaAs based 

continuous wave operation VCSEL in 1988 [1]. Figure 1-1 demonstrates the low threshold 

currents of VCSEL structures, which can be attributed to a small active volume in QW VCSELs 

resulting in much lower threshold currents than in plane lasers, as low as multiple milliamperes 

[3], [4]. VCSELs hold multiple advantages over edge emitters such as single mode output, practical 

coupling to optical fibers, 2D array integration, etc [1].  
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Figure 1-2: An illustration of a VCSEL structure highlighting the substrate, p-type 

and n-type DBRs, as well as the active region and  cavity. 

 

1.2. VCSEL Structures 

In its most basic form a VCSEL is comprised of an active region (commonly a quantum well 

or multiple quantum wells) encompassed by p-type and n-type barriers forming a cavity which 

is all surrounded by the top and bottom p-type and n-type mirrors. Many laser designs for both 

VCSELs and edge emitters utilize Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBRs) as the mirrors surrounding 

the cavity [1], [5]. An illustration of a basic VCSEL structure is shown in figure 1-2. The purpose of 

the  cavity, which is an integer multiple of  in length, is to allow a standing wave for the desired 

lasing wavelength. This small cavity size is not achievable for in plane lasers and leads to very 

selective single mode output for VCSELs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A single DBR is comprised of two transparent dielectric slabs, usually with a large index 

contrast, that are both a quarter of the wavelength of light in the material which needs to be 

reflected. While a single DBR does not exhibit very high reflectivity, laser mirrors utilize many 
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(~30-50) DBRs allowing for ultra-high reflectivity with a large bandwidth at the desired 

wavelength. The reflectivity of a single DBR can be expressed by 𝑅 = |
𝑛𝐻 + 𝑛𝐿

𝑛𝐻− 𝑛𝐿
|
2

. However, once 

there are multiple stacks of DBRs placed next to the p-type or n-type side of the  cavity the 

reflectivity is expressed as shown in equation 1-1 [6]. 

𝑅 = |
𝑛𝑆𝑓

2𝑁 − 1

𝑛𝑆𝑓2𝑁 + 1
|

2

 
(1.2-1) 

Where nS is the index of refraction of the material in the  cavity, f is 
𝑛𝐻

𝑛𝐿
, and N is the 

number of DBR stacks in the system. With a suitable index contrast in f, the mirror reflectivity will 

exponentially rise with an increase in DBR pairs. The reflective bandwidth also increases with N, 

by equation 1-2 [6]. 

∆𝜆 =
4𝜆

𝜋
sin−1

1 − 𝑓

1 + 𝑓
 

(1.2-2) 

 Where  is the central wavelength and  is the total bandwidth of the central plateau 

as R approaches unity. Highly reflective mirrors are instrumental for fabrication of practical 

lasers. This stems from the reliance of a laser’s threshold current density on the reflectivity of the 

top and bottom mirrors. Larger mirror reflectivity in the top and bottom mirrors will significantly 

reduce the mirror losses. Once the gain of the laser has surpassed the losses then the laser is said 

to have reached threshold. Threshold is the point when the system will begin to lase, producing 

a coherent and visible output from the laser facets. To find the threshold current density the first 

step is to find the threshold gain.  

Г𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛼𝑚 (1.2-3) 
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 Where i and m are the laser’s intrinsic loss and mirror losses respectively and is the 

confinement factor. Intrinsic losses are derived from material imperfections such as scattering, 

absorption, free carrier loss, etc [7]. The confinement factor is the proportion of light emitted 

from the active region that is confined in the cavity. Most light emitted from the active region is 

not confined in the laser cavity and instead leaves the system incoherently in all directions where 

there are no mirrors. Lastly the mirror losses result from the loss of light when travelling through 

the mirror and cavity of the system. The mirror losses can be expressed by 

𝛼𝑚 =
1

𝐿
ln

1

𝑅1𝑅2
 

(1.2-4) 

 Where L is the total length light in the system travels which includes the penetration 

depth into the mirrors as well as the  cavity of the laser. R1 and R2 are the reflectivity of the top 

and bottom mirror which are both limited to a maximum reflectivity of 1. All losses are 

conventionally expressed in units of cm-1. The threshold gain is related to the threshold carrier 

densities through  

𝑛𝑡ℎ = 𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑔0𝑛  

(1.2-5) 

 Where ntr is the transparent carrier density of the active region which is dependent on 

the material and material quality, g0n is the differential gain and nth is the threshold current 

density. Lastly there is a relation between the threshold carrier density and the threshold current 

density.  

𝐽𝑡ℎ = 𝑞𝑡(𝐴𝑛𝑡ℎ + 𝐵𝑛𝑡ℎ
2 + 𝐶𝑛𝑡ℎ

3 ) (1.2-6) 

 A, B, and C are the various losses in semiconductor devices defined as the Shockley-Hall-

Read (SHR) losses, spontaneous emission losses, and the auger losses respectively. Lastly ‘t’ is the 
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thickness of the quantum well and q is the charge of an electron. VCSELs exhibit much larger 

threshold current densities due to the small area of their active regions, however they also exhibit 

lower threshold currents. The SHR losses occur due to material impurities causing trap energy 

levels between the band gap. The carriers and holes recombine in these traps and emit a phonon 

in the material. SHR recombination is most prevalent at low carrier densities, but becomes 

overshadowed by other losses at higher carrier densities. Spontaneous emission losses come 

from carriers in the conduction band recombining with holes by probability and not stimulated 

emission, which leads to incoherently produced photons of the same energy as the band gap. 

Spontaneous emission is the method by which LEDs emit light, but it hinders laser functionality 

and is most prevalent at medium carrier densities. Lastly Auger recombination occurs due to a 

recombination between a carrier and hole causing a transition of another carrier to a higher 

energy band and no light is emitted. This form of loss is seen at larger carrier densities and hinders 

high power efficiency. 

1.3. Advantages of VCSELs 

 VCSELs are much smaller in size compared to edge emitting lasers. The active region area 

of a VCSEL is on the scale of ~5 m2 and can only be viewed via Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM). The surface emitting property of VCSELs is what enables this immensely small size. In edge 

emitters, the laser cavity extends from the sides of the quantum well resulting in an extremely 

long cavity relative to VCSELs. The emission wavelengths of the laser are almost completely 

reliant on the cavity size.  
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Figure 1-3a: Mode spacing, selection and 

mirror losses in VCSEL structures [30]. 

VCSELs exhibit single mode operation due to 

large mode spacing and narrow gain curves. 

Figure 1-3b: Mode spacing, selection and 

mirror losses in in-plane structures [30]. 

Many modes are selected in these 

structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figures 1-3a and 1-3b displace the mode spacing, gain curve, and mirror losses for VCSELs 

and in-plane lasers respectively. VCSELs exhibit single mode operation due to their small laser 

cavity while in-plane lasers will emit multiple modes of light during operation. The relationship 

between the mode spacing and the length of the cavity is given by equation 1-6. 

𝑑𝜆 =
𝜆2

2(�̅�𝑔𝑎𝐿𝑎 + �̅�𝑔𝑝𝐿𝑝 + �̅�𝑔𝑝𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓)
 

(1.3-1) 

 Where d is the mode spacing, �̅�𝑔𝑎 is the group modal index of the active region, �̅�𝑔𝑝 is 

the group modal index of the passive region, La and Lp are the lengths of the active and passive 

regions, and Leff is the effective length of the mirror. The passive regions of VCSELs are much 

thinner than passive regions in in-plane lasers, leading to a much larger mode spacing. A larger 

mode spacing means less modes are present in the gain spectra, which makes single mode output 

possible. 

 The surface emitting quality of VCSELs allows practical integration into 2D arrays of 

hundreds or thousands of structures. These arrays preserve the power conversion efficiency of 
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the system while simultaneously increasing the output power. Thus, these arrays allow for 

efficient high power coherent laser beams. These beams can be coupled to optical fibers for 

efficient transmission of information or use in sensors. 

1.4. Practical VCSELs 

The practicality of a VCSEL is heavily dependent on the material quality and properties 

within its structure. Some materials are inherently better suited for the VCSEL designs discussed 

this chapter than others. Arsenide based materials have shown great promise in VCSEL 

practicality, while Nitride based materials have struggled. This is due to many reasons that will 

be discussed in depth later, however our focus is on the poor III-Nitride based DBR mirrors in 

VCSEL structures. We have shown that DBR mirrors have a significant impact on VCSEL practicality 

and thus III-Nitride VCSELs will require some alternative reflector which we propose to be in the 

form of a grating. 
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Figure 2-1: An illustration of a grating highlighting the grating height (d), period (), 

duty cycle (f), angles of incidence () and (), polarization angle (), and the regions 

in and outside of the grating [8]. 

2. Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis 

2.1. RCWA Application and Implementation 

The Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) method is a computational method that 

analyzes modes of light in periodic structures using boundary equations at dielectric interfaces. 

This method is ideal for simulating reflectivity and transmission of light through grating structures 

because of their periodic property. In this section, the formulation of the RCWA method will be 

presented. Figure 2-1 shows an example of a grating structure that will be analyzed in this 

method. The focus of the formulation presented will be on incident TE light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For this formulation, it is assumed that  is 0 so there will be no conical diffraction in the 

system. In the grating region, the periodic relative permittivity can be expanded in a Fourier series 

in the form of equation 1. 
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휀(𝑥) =  ∑휀ℎ𝑒
𝑖
2𝜋ℎ
Λ

ℎ

 
(2.1-1) 

In this equation, h is the hth Fourier component of the relative permittivity in the grating. 

The permittivity in the grating ridge region is harmonic and dependent on the duty cycle of the 

system. In the regions where there is a ridge and the regions in between the ridges there will be 

a different permittivity. These can be averaged and expressed by and can be expressed by 

equations 2. 

휀0 = 𝑛𝑟𝑑
2 𝑓 + 𝑛𝑔𝑟

2 (1 − 𝑓) (2.1-2) 

Where nrd is the index of refraction of the ridges and ngr is the index of refraction of the 

grooves. Also h can be expressed by equation 3. 

휀ℎ = (𝑛𝑟𝑑
2 − 𝑛𝑔𝑟

2 )
sin(𝜋ℎ𝑓)

𝜋ℎ
 

(2.1-3) 

The incoming electric field can be expressed by 

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 = exp(−𝑗𝑘0𝑛𝐼(𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)𝑥 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) 𝑧)) =  exp (−𝑗𝑘0𝑛𝐼𝑧) (2.1-4) 

Where k0 = 2/0 and nI is the index of refraction in region one. 0 is the wavelength of 

light in free space. In the research presented in future chapters the focus is on normal incident 

light so an angle  = 0o is assumed. From here the electric fields in regions I and II are found by 

𝐸𝐼 = 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 +∑𝑅𝑖exp (−𝑗(𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑥 − 𝑘𝐼,𝑧𝑖𝑧))

𝑖

  (2.1-5) 

 

𝐸𝐼𝐼 = ∑𝑇𝑖exp (−𝑗 (𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑥 − 𝑘𝐼𝐼,𝑧𝑖(𝑧 − 𝑑)))

𝑖

 (2.1-6) 
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 Ri and Ti are the normalized reflected and transmitted amplitudes of the ith diffracted 

wave in regions I and II respectively. Where kxi can be expressed by  

𝑘𝑥𝑖 = 𝑘0(𝑛𝐼 sin(𝜃) − 𝑖
𝜆0
Λ
) 

(2.1-7) 

 

𝑘𝐿𝑖 =

{
 
 

 
 𝑘0(𝑛𝐿

2 − (
𝑘𝑥𝑖
𝑘0
)
2

)
1
2                𝑘0𝑛𝐿 > 𝑘𝑥𝑖

−𝑗𝑘0 (
𝑘𝑥𝑖
𝑘0

− 𝑛𝐿
2)

1
2
               𝑘0𝑛𝐿 < 𝑘𝑥𝑖

𝐿 = 𝐼, 𝐼𝐼

 

(2.1-8) 

 

 In equation 7, L denotes the region of the grating interface. In the grating region, the 

electric field and magnetic fields can be expressed as 

𝐸𝑔𝑦 =∑𝑆𝑦𝑖(𝑧)exp (−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑥)

𝑖

 (2.1-9) 

 

𝐻𝑔𝑥 = −𝑗 (
𝜖0
𝜇0
)

1
2
∑𝑈𝑥𝑖(𝑧)exp (−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑥)

𝑖

 
(2.1-10) 

 

 Where 0 and 𝜖0 are the free space permeability and permittivity respectively. Uxi and Syi 

are the normalized amplitudes of the ith space harmonic fields. They are chosen such that Egy and 

Hgx satisfy the equations 
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𝜕𝐸𝑔𝑦

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑗𝜔𝜇0𝐻𝑔𝑥 

(2.1-11) 

 

𝜕𝐻𝑔𝑥

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑗𝜔𝜖0휀(𝑥)𝐸𝑔𝑦 +

𝜕𝐻𝑔𝑧

𝜕𝑧
 

(2.1-12) 

 

 Plugging in equations 8 and 9 into 10 and 11 and taking 
𝜕𝐻𝑔𝑧

𝜕𝑧
= 0 will give expressions for 

Syi and Uxi as 

𝜕𝑆𝑦𝑖

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑘0𝑈𝑥𝑖 

(2.1-13) 

 

𝜕𝑈𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑧

= (
𝑘𝑥𝑖
2

𝑘0
) 𝑆𝑦𝑖 − 𝑘0∑휀(𝑖−𝑝)𝑆𝑦𝑝

𝑝

 
(2.1-14) 

 

 It becomes convenient to solve these equations if they are instead expressed in matrix 

form. Assuming the matrix A = Kx
2 – E, where Kx is a diagonal matrix where every ith element is 

comprised of kxi/k0 and E is the matrix where every i,p element is 휀(𝑖−𝑝). Lastly the matrix 

equations are simplified further with a change of variables z’ = k0z. From there the matrix 

equation can be expressed as 

[

𝜕𝑆𝑦

𝜕𝑧′
𝜕𝑈𝑥
𝜕𝑧′

] = [
0 𝐼
𝐴 0

] [
𝑆𝑦
𝑈𝑥
] 

(2.1-15) 
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 A substitution can be made using the relationship 
𝜕𝑆𝑦

𝜕𝑧′
= 𝑈𝑥 and plugging back into 

𝜕𝑈𝑥

𝜕𝑧′
=

𝑆𝑦 to obtain the relation 

[
𝜕2𝑆𝑦

𝜕𝑧′2
] = [𝐴][𝑆𝑦] 

(2.1-16) 

 

 Syi and Uxi can be solved by equations 14 and 15 and expressed by  

𝑆𝑦𝑖(𝑧) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑚(𝑐𝑚
+ exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑧) + 

𝑛

𝑚=1

𝑐𝑚
− exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚(𝑑 − 𝑧))) 

(2.1-17) 

 

𝑈𝑥𝑖(𝑧) = ∑ 𝑣𝑖,𝑚(−𝑐𝑚
+ exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑧) + 

𝑛

𝑚=1

𝑐𝑚
− exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚(𝑑 − 𝑧))) 

(2.1-18) 

 

 Where wi,m is the i,m positions in a matrix made of eigenvectors of A which will be 

denoted as W. The value qm is the mth position in a diagonal matrix comprised of the square root 

of the eigenvalues of A in a matrix that will be denoted as Q. From there vi,m can be defined as 

the i,m position of the matrix V = WQ. Lastly the constants cm
+ and cm

- are unknown constants 

that are determined from boundary conditions. We can solve for the fields Ri and Ti by these 

boundaries starting at the boundary z = 0. 

𝛿𝑖0 + 𝑅𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑚(𝑐𝑚
+ + 

𝑛

𝑚=1

𝑐𝑚
− exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑑)) 

(2.1-19) 
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𝑗(𝑛𝐼 cos 𝜃 𝛿𝑖0 − 𝑅𝑖(
𝑘𝐼,𝑧𝑖
𝑘0
) = ∑ 𝑣𝑖,𝑚(𝑐𝑚

+ − 

𝑛

𝑚=1

𝑐𝑚
− exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑑)) 

(2.1-20) 

 

And taking the boundary at z = d gives 

𝑇𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑚(𝑐𝑚
+ exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑑) + 

𝑛

𝑚=1

𝑐𝑚
−) 

(2.1-21) 

 

𝑗(
𝑘𝐼𝐼,𝑧𝑖
𝑘0

)𝑇𝑖 = ∑ 𝑣𝑖,𝑚(𝑐𝑚
+ exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑑) − 

𝑛

𝑚=1

𝑐𝑚
−) 

(2.1-22) 

 

 Equations 17-20 setup 2 matrix equations for Ti and Ri in terms of the unknown values cm
+ 

and cm
-. 

[
𝛿𝑖𝑜
𝑗𝑛𝐼𝛿𝑖𝑜

] + [
𝐼

−𝑗𝑌𝐼
] [𝑅] = [

𝑊 𝑊𝑋
𝑉 −𝑉𝑋

] [𝑐
+

𝑐−
] 

(2.1-23) 

 

[
𝐼
𝑗𝑌𝐼𝐼

] [𝑇] = [
𝑊𝑋 𝑊
𝑉𝑋 −𝑉

] [𝑐
+

𝑐−
] 

(2.1-24) 

 

 The cos() term vanishes when we assume  = 900 Where i0 = 1 if i = 0 and i0 = 0 

otherwise. X is defined as a diagonal matrix of elements exp(−𝑘0𝑞𝑚𝑑). Lastly YL is the diagonal 

matrix of 
𝑘𝐿,𝑧𝑖

𝑘0
 where L = I,II. Lastly the diffraction efficiencies are defined as 
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𝐷𝐸𝑟𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖𝑅𝑖
∗𝑅𝑒 (

𝑘𝐼,𝑧𝑖
𝑘0𝑛𝐼

) 
(2.1-25) 

 

𝐷𝐸𝑡𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖𝑇𝑖
∗𝑅𝑒 (

𝑘𝐼𝐼,𝑧𝑖
𝑘0𝑛𝐼

) 
(2.1-26) 

 

For the studied gratings in this work the reflectivity is at i = (n+1)/2 and all other diffracted 

orders are 0. For lossless gratings energy conservation applies and 𝐷𝐸𝑡𝑖 + 𝐷𝐸𝑟𝑖 = 1. This 

method is proposed by M. G. Moharam [8], other works have built upon this method for further 

numerical stability and other systems [9], [10].  

 2.2. RCWA Application to VCSELs 

 We have shown the basis of the RCWA method regarding the interaction between light 

and a grating. These equations are the beginning of the method used to determine the reflectivity 

of our grating reflectors, and have been used for all reflectivity simulations in this work. Our 

RCWA code considers the properties of the grating as well as a dielectric slab on above and below 

the grating. We take the slab on the exit plane of the grating to be air as our grating requires it 

as we will discuss later, and the slab on the input plane to be air or even other materials. This 

allows us to simulate the effectiveness of our grating as a mirror and eventually as an 

implemented piece in the VCSEL structure. 
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3. Subwavelength Gratings 

3.1. What are SWGs? 

SWGs have shown remarkable reflectivity (>99%) in the infrared [11]–[21] and the blue 

light spectrum [22]. Broadband reflectivity in the infrared region has been achieved with a 

bandwidth of ~ 30% for R>99%. GaAs VCSEL structures have successfully implemented SWG 

mirrors for the infrared spectrum, but there have been no known attempts for GaN VCSELs 

implementing SWGs for blue light reflection. An SWG with the correct period (), duty cycle, 

height, and the high and low index of refractions as shown in figure 1, will exhibit immense and 

broad reflectivity for a desired spectral regime. To achieve ultra-high reflectivity in any spectral 

regime, the physical dimensions of the grating need to be near but smaller than the wavelength 

of light reflected. SWGs also possess a benefit towards the series resistance of the VCSEL 

structure. At each DBR interface an electric field is produced which builds a resistance that won’t 

be present when utilizing an SWG. There have been multiple explanations for the reflective 

property of SWGs such as resonance reflection driven by reradiation and excitation of lateral 

Bloch modes via the +- 1 evanescent diffraction orders [20] ,as well as waveguide properties due 

to the dimensions of the grating which cause the activated modes of light to deconstructively 

interfere on the exit plane resulting in no power transmitted and total reflection [14].  
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Figure 3-1: Illustration of a general SWG or High Contrast Grating highlighting the 

key parameters of the grating [13]. 

Figure 3-2: Data of two different one dimensional SWGs focused on reflecting TM 

light (left) and TE light (right). Highlights the polarization dependent reflectivity of 

each [19]. 

 

 

 

 

 

SWGs also exhibit polarization selective reflectivity which will allow our laser output to be 

only TE or TM light as shown in figure 2. An interesting note is that two dimensional SWGs are 

polarization independent due to the two dimensional symmetry through the grating structure 

[15]. TE and TM polarization have electric fields shifted 90 degrees from each other, which in a 

two dimensional grating will have the electric field and magnetic field in the same directions 

relative to the grating bars. While two dimensional gratings are not the focus of this thesis they 

could possess interesting properties to examine in future work. 
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3.2. SWG for VCSELs 

SWGs are a remarkable alternative reflector due to the properties discussed in this 

chapter. VCSELs require incredibly high reflective mirrors to have practical threshold current 

densities, which SWGs reliably achieve. SWGs are also much shorter than standard DBRs 

allowing minimal light loss through material imperfections, as well as less resistance as will be 

discussed later. Lastly polarization selectivity is a property DBRs do not possess, which can 

provide further uses that DBRs cannot. Thus, if we can apply this technology to systems where 

standard DBRs are inefficient, such as GaN VCSELs, a new realm of practical blue light emitting 

VCSELs will be opened. 
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4. III-Nitride VCSELs 

4.1. Prospects of III-Nitride VCSELs 

In the past few decades III-Nitride materials have shown themselves to be the forefront 

of research in UV and blue light emitting LEDs and lasers due to material advantages such as low 

threshold currents [23], ultra-high wear rates in low humidity conditions [24], and long active use 

lifetimes [25]. Blue LEDs and lasers are necessary for advances in fields such as data transfer, 

power efficient lighting, and displays because of their material advantages. III-Nitride lasers and 

LEDS are impactful enough that the advancement of III-Nitride blue LED efficiency via 

improvement of p-type doping and hetero junctions won Shuji Nakamura, Hiroshi Amano, and 

Isamu Akasaki a Nobel prize [26].  

All III-Nitride semiconductors can be practically grown via Metal Organic Chemical Vapor 

Deposition (MOCVD) or Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) systems. MOCVDs and MBEs have been 

the main systems for growth of all III-V semiconductors for decades. Some MOCVDs can grow on 

multiple wafers simultaneously allowing for mass production of semiconductor devices, allowing 

the III-Nitride semiconductor industry to quickly grow since its inception.  

Figure 1 shows an example of a MOCVD system used to grow III-V semiconductors. III-

Nitride materials have a hexagonal crystal structure, thus these semiconductors need to be 

grown on similar crystal structures with little lattice constant mismatch to minimize the defect 

density during growth. III-Nitrides are commonly grown on sapphire substrates which are loaded 

into the MOCVD through the loadlock chamber which can be seen on the right in figure 1 with a 
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Figure 4-1: A photograph of a MOCVD system designed for single wafer growth. The 

growth chamber has metal organic sources sent in through piping [31]. Sources are 

the desired III metal attached to an ethyl or methyl group and ammonia.  

large glass window. The wafer is then moved from the loadlock chamber to the growth chamber 

which operates at ~100-300 torr. Metal organic sources are flown in through pipes carrying, for 

example, Tri-methyl Gallium (TMGA) or ammonia (NH3) as the Gallium and nitrogen sources 

respectively. The metal organic sources are carried to the growth chamber by inert carrier gases, 

either Nitrogen or Hydrogen. Growths are performed at temperatures ranging from 6000C – 

10600C for varying material systems and purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Obstacles for Practical III-Nitride VCSELs 

 As discussed in the VCSELs section an instrumental part of the threshold current density 

of any laser is good mirror reflectivity. Semiconductor lasers have become heavily reliant on DBRs 

as mirrors for both the total reflective mirror and the exit plane mirror because they’re practically 
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Figure 4-2: GaAs/Al.92Ga.08As DBR reflectivity of light of wavelength near 1 m. The 

mirror used contains 40 pairs with a total thickness near 7 m [32]. 

grown or fabricated and exhibit high reflectivity. These quarter-wave stack dielectric mirrors 

exhibit ultra-high reflectivity with a suitable number of pairs (~20-50) depending on the index 

contrast between the pair. GaAs VCSELs have seen much success due to practically grown DBRs 

utilizing GaAs and AlAs pairs. GaAs and AlAs pairs are an excellent choice for GaAs VCSEL DBRs 

due to a large difference of index of refractions as well as a minimal lattice constant (a/a ~ .127 

%) mismatch. A large difference of index of refraction allows less pairs of DBRs to be grown to 

achieve suitable reflectivity and a small lattice constant mismatch results in a low dislocation 

density throughout the DBR system for good quality crystal growth. Figure 2 shows an example 

of the excellent reflectivity obtained from a large number of pairs of GaAs based DBRs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 III-Nitride materials however, have been struggling to find the same success in the laser 

industry as III-Arsenide lasers even though they possess many material advantages. This can be 

attributed to two key obstacles imbedded in III-Nitride materials which are lower p-type doping 

compared to III-Arsenide materials as well as limited reflectivity in DBRs as low as ~95 % [27]. III-

Nitrides grown with unintentional doping naturally become n-type resulting in difficulties 
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Figure 4-3: a. 45 pairs of Al.30Ga.70N/Al.04Ga.96N DBRs measure and simulated 

reflectivity at a wavelength of ~370 nm. Simulated results give ultra-high 

reflectivity while measured is limited to ~ 95 % [27]. b. SEM showcasing the 

cracking due to lattice mismatch in III-Nitride DBR structure [33]. 

growing material with large hole densities. GaN and AlN pairs are poor choices for DBRs due to a 

low index of refraction contrast and a large lattice mismatch (a/a ~ 2.5 %). The large lattice 

mismatch results in an extremely high dislocation density, visible cracking through the structure, 

and strain relaxation in the system. Figure 3a shows a comparison of GaN/AlGaN DBR reflectivity 

for a large number of pairs between experimental results and simulation results. There is a large 

disparity in reflectivity between the simulation and experimental results for III-Nitride DBRs. The 

simulated results do not take crystal quality into consideration resulting in ultra-high reflectivity 

for the III-Nitride system. The measured results show the effect poor crystal quality due to defects 

have on DBR reflectivity. Figure 3b shows an SEM of multiple pairs of AlN/AlGaN DBRs. 

Highlighting the cracks propagating throughout the system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Without a suitable reflectivity for III-Nitride VCSEL mirrors the threshold current density 

of these systems is immensely larger than III-Arsenide systems. The low p-type doping in III-

Nitride materials increases the threshold current density as well due to an increase in series 
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resistance. While the effect of series resistance is not present in the threshold current analysis 

equations shown earlier, it has a large effect in experiment. Suitable p-type doping increases the 

rate of holes recombining with carriers in the active region for a specific current, without enough 

holes the recombination rate decreases and more current will be required. While this work does 

not focus on solving the p-type doping obstacle, the replacement of 20-50 pairs of DBRs with a 

subwavelength grating mirror will result in a much lower series resistance. 20-50 pairs of DBRs 

can be multiple microns of material that current travels through that builds resistance. Abrupt 

interfaces in DBRs also builds series resistance due to an electric field created at each interface 

[28]. This resistance is mitigated by gradually increasing the doping from the center of the 

dielectric to the interfaces, however this is also difficult to achieve in III-Nitride materials as 

opposed to III-Arsenide materials.  

 4.3. Alternative Solutions to III-Nitride VCSELs 

There are other possible solutions to the III-Nitride VCSEL problem. While GaN/AlN DBRs 

are not suitable for laser purposes due to a large lattice mismatch, possible growth of GaN/AlInN 

DBRs can be lattice matched with properly chosen rations of Aluminum and Indium [5][29]. This 

method has shown threshold current densities as low as 17 kA/cm2. However, AlInN is difficult 

to grow effectively because at the temperatures that AlN is grown the Indium evaporates rapidly. 

Conversely at the temperatures InN is grown the AlN growth rate is too slow. While these DBRs 

have shown a great effect on the practicality of III-Nitride VCSELs the impact is not great enough 

to bring III-Nitrides to the level of the established III-Arsenide VCSELs. Alternatively, there are 

also III-Nitride based SWGs which solves all DBR based obstacles for GaN based VCSELs. 
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Figure 5-1: Illustration of our proposed implemented III-Nitride SWG highlighting 

the duty cycle, period, air gap and height. This grating is designed to reflect only TE 

photons which have an electric field parallel to the grating bars. 

5. III-Nitride SWGs 

5.4. Our III-Nitride SWG 

 The III-Nitride SWG this work focuses on is shown in figure 1. The SWG is a GaN grating 

surrounded by air that is implemented into our VCSEL via a membrane structure. The target 

reflected wavelength is 450 nm with TE polarizations (E parallel to grating bars) which is 

practically achievable by InGaN quantum well systems. This design is only viable for the top 

mirror of a VCSEL because no stable structure needs to be in place for further growth above the 

grating. SWGs implemented as a bottom mirror are not the focus of this work and will require 

more creativity to implement because after growth and fabrication of the bottom SWG there will 

be a need to continue the VCSEL growth on the grating. There are various material combinations 

that can be achieved in this membrane structure such as varying the air gap with an oxide layer, 

replacing GaN with AlN, etc. A GaN grating surrounded by air was chosen because this design can 

be conveniently grown by a MOCVD system where the rest of the VCSEL structure will also be 

grown and GaN is transparent to blue light.  
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Figure 5-2: The reflectivity of the original stated GaN grating (blue) and the 

reflectivity of the GaN grating with doubled physical dimensions (orange).  

 

There exist other variations on SWGs such as the Zero Contrast Grating [20] which pushes 

the index contrast further than the grating/substrate interface, allowing the light to travel further 

past the grating before being reflected and also results in ultra-high reflectivity. We currently feel 

that this method presents too much variance without a suitable amount of increase in reflectivity 

to be used in our blue light reflecting SWG design.  

It has been shown that the parameters of an SWG and its reflectivity are perfectly scalable 

assuming constant index of refractions [15]. This effect can prove to be useful when designing a 

new grating in a nearby spectral regime, however in practice it can be impractical to utilize for 

far spectral regimes due to large differences of index of refractions with varying wavelengths. 

This effect is shown in this thesis in figure 2, where we double the physical dimensions of our 

GaN SWG as well as double the wavelength regime. The shapes of the reflective bands are near 

identical, though the center band reflection for the doubled regime is slightly lower than the 

original grating in the center with R ~ 99.3 % as opposed to 99.99 %. 
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Figure 5-3: The reflectivity of TE and TM light for a GaN based SWG with H = 130 

nm,  = 400 nm, and duty cycle of 50 %. The grating is designed to reflect TE light 

and is thus polarization selective. 

 

The GaN based SWG examined in this work possesses a grating height of 130 nm, a period 

of 400 nm, a duty cycle of 50 %, and an airgap of 200 nm. This design exhibits ultra-high 

reflectivity (R > 99 %) with a ~ 17.8% for TE light. As shown in figure 2 the same grating 

reflecting TM light exhibits a much narrower reflection bandwidth than the TE band so this SWG 

is also polarization dependent. The extremely low TM light reflectivity for a laser will not allow 

TM light to lase in a SWG implemented VCSEL until threshold currents are far beyond what is 

necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2. Effects of Grating Parameters on Grating Reflectivity 

 The period of a reflecting SWG must be smaller than the desired reflected wavelength, if 

this condition is not met the grating reflectivity decreases dramatically. Figures 2a and 2b show 

the reflectivity of our GaN membrane grating surrounded by air as functions of wavelength and 
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Figure 5-4: a) Grating reflectivity for varying periods from 360 nm – 440 nm. The 

height is held constant at 130 nm and duty cycle at 50%. b) Surface plot of grating 

reflectivity for continuously varying periods from 350 nm – 500 nm. 

 

period. Figure 2a shows the reflective band for multiple SWGs with varying periods from 360 nm 

to 440 nm. From figure 2a we can see the position of reflective band relies heavily on the period 

of the grating where a period of 400 nm maintains R>99% for a minimum wavelength of 400 nm. 

As the period increases or decreases the band position will also increase or decrease. Figure 2b 

highlights that for this grating there is a linear relationship between the minimum wavelength 

capable of high reflectivity and the period of the grating. We can utilize this relationship in the 

future to aid designing SWGs in various spectral regimes. The shape and reflectivity of this SWG 

are very resilient to a change in grating period, which will make this SWG more practical to 

consistently fabricate with the high reflective property we desire. Given a constant height and 

duty cycle the reflectivity at a wavelength of 450 nm is larger than 99% for all periods in the range 

of ~390 nm to ~450 nm. The period has a tolerance of ~ 14.3% which allows us to achieve 

ultra-high reflectivity with a very large range for error in fabrication. It will be shown that the 

period of the grating has the largest fabrication tolerance of any grating parameter. 
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Figure 5-5: a) Grating reflectivity for varying duty cycles from 46% – 54%. The height 

is held constant at 130 nm period at 400 nm. b) Grating reflectivity for varying 

heights from 110 nm – 150 nm. The period is held constant at 400 nm and the duty 

cycle at 50%. 

 

There is an inverse relationship between the reflective bandwidth and the value of the 

grating height and duty cycle. We found that the height and the duty cycle of the grating have a 

significantly lower fabrication tolerance than the grating period. From figure 3a we see that a 4% 

change in the duty cycle can decrease the reflectivity by more than 10%. The recorded range of 

ultra-high reflectivity (R > 99%) for the duty cycle of the grating is from ~0.48 to ~0.51, which is a 

tolerance of a 6% change in duty cycle. There is a tolerance of 12 % for the height which has a 

high reflective bandwidth from 123 nm to 139 nm which is twice as tolerant as the duty cycle. 

While in practice the variations in period, duty cycle, and height won’t be constant throughout 

the grating this data still provides insight on the resilience of each grating parameter. 

Experimental work has been done on infrared SWGs confirming similar period and grating 

spacing resilience [11]. However, the duty cycle and height do not exhibit a clear trend that can 

be utilized for prediction of values necessary for high reflection in a given spectral regime. 
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Table 1: Threshold analysis intrinsic parameter assumptions for a standard InGaN 

QW VCSEL are shown [34]–[37]. These parameters include the loss parameters of 

the system, structural parameters, and the gain parameters. 

 

Figure 5-6: Threshold current density based on grating period of implemented SWG 

VCSEL structure for variable bottom mirror reflectivity ranging from 99.95% to 

99.99%. 

 

 

5.3. Threshold Analysis of Implemented SWG III-Nitride VCSEL 

To understand the numerical effect implementing an SWG has on the performance of a 

VCSEL we need to perform a threshold analysis. The lower the threshold current density is the 

more practical these VCSELs will lase with standard power supplies. This analysis was performed 

by replacing the top mirror of a standard DBR implementing in a III-Nitride VCSEL with a highly 

reflective SWG. In this threshold current density analysis, we varied the bottom mirror reflectivity 

between 99.99 % and 99.95 % while using the same top mirror SWG for each calculation. 

GaN/AlN DBRs are not capable of achieving these levels of bottom mirror reflectivity and an 

alternative reflector will be required to obtain these results. 

 

 

Threshold Analysis Parameters for InGaN QW VCSEL Structure 

A B C ntr  g0n i T 

109 s-1 5X10-11 

cm3s-1 

10-30 

cm6s-1 

1.8X1019 

cm-3 

0.0216 1360 cm-1 8.6 cm-1 4 nm 
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From equations 1.2-4, 1.2-5, and 1.2-6 we can gain an understanding of our VCSEL’s 

threshold current density where = T/L. Keeping our GaN/Air SWG reflector with a duty cycle of 

50% and height of 130 nm for an active region emitting light at a wavelength of 450 nm we can 

see the threshold current density in figure 4 as it depends on grating period. A practical bottom 

mirror is just as necessary as a practical top mirror, without both practical threshold current 

densities may never be reached. However, with an exceptional bottom mirror implemented as 

well as our SWG reflector threshold current densities as low as ~4.6 kA/cm2 are achievable. The 

recent advances in experimental III-Nitride VCSELs utilizing AlInN DBRs have shown threshold 

currents as low at 17 kA/cm2 [29], which clearly shows properly implemented SWGs can compete 

with other III-Nitride VCSEL advances even if we arbitrarily lowered the grating reflectivity to 

account for experimental error.  The effect of the grating period’s large fabrication tolerance can 

be seen by how wide the bandwidth of the threshold current density is, however the effect of a 

slightly less reflective center is apparent with the larger threshold current density. As expected, 

once the period exceeds that tolerance the threshold current density will increase dramatically. 

We can expect plotting the threshold current density as it depends on height and duty cycle will 

look narrower. The center of the band is at a period of 420 nm with a threshold current density 

of ~ 20 kA/cm2 which is considerably larger. Utilizing the same threshold analysis with 

conventional GaN/AlN DBRs as the top and bottom mirrors with maximum reflectivity of 95% 

gives threshold current densities as high as 3X109 kA/cm2. The exceptionally low threshold 

current densities via SWG reflector implementation can result in practical blue emitting III-Nitride 

VCSELs as long as a practical alternative reflector for the bottom mirror can be achieved as well. 
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5.4. Future Work for III-Nitride SWGs 

As this is all theoretical work, the first thing that should be done is fabrication of our 

GaN/Air SWG. Figure 5 shows an illustration of the fabrication process of a membrane structure 

SWG reflector once the p-type DBRs have been grown. Post growth of 3-5 pairs of p-type DBRs 

an oxide pattern for selective area epitaxy (SAE) must be deposited on the structure with the 

desired airgap height. Following the oxide deposition, GaN growth can begin and continue until 

the lateral epitaxy overgrowth of the GaN has sufficiently surrounded the oxide deposition with 

a height larger than the desired grating height. The structure can be brought to a clean room for 

patterning and ICP etching to create the grating formation once the GaN growth has completed, 

then the membrane structure is formed by removing the oxide layer via wet etching processes. 

Other future work should be done on the effects of leaving the oxide layer under the grating as 

opposed to the air gap, as well as fiddling with various material gratings for reflection in the blue 

light spectral regime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-7: An Illustration of a proposed fabrication and implementation processes 

of a GaN based SWG post growth of 3-5 pairs of p-type DBRs. 
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Figure 5-8: The reflective of an AlN/SiO2 grating with H = 225 nm,  = 370 nm, duty 

cycle = 80 %, and SiO2 height of 90 nm. 

 

 

 For example, using AlN with an SiO2 layer left underneath in the same membrane 

formation can lead to similarly high reflectivity. This AlN/oxide grating has a height of 225 nm, a 

period of 370 nm, an SiO2 height of 90 nm, and a duty cycle of 80 %. The reflectivity is shown in 

figure 6 for this grating. The reflective band does consistently maintain reflections above 99 % 

however the  ~ 21.7% for R > 98 %. Thus, the oxide gratings may prove to be as effective as 

the air gap SWGs which will be necessary for the bottom mirror where an airgap may not be 

possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the small physical dimensions of SWGs mass production may be a problem in the 

future without a suitable robustness in the grating design. GaAs SWGs reflect light in the infrared 

spectrum which is about 1 um, while blue reflecting SWGs will be on the order of a few hundreds 

of nanometers. Given this, finding an SWG with an exceptional fabrication tolerance is one of the 

hurdles that needs to be crossed. 
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6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, SWGs were shown to be an exceptional alternative to standard GaN/AlN 

DBRs in blue emitting VCSELs. GaN SWGs can exhibit ultra-high reflection in the blue light spectral 

regime that III-Nitride DBRs cannot. The fabrication tolerance as well as the effect of change of 

grating parameters were studied and demonstrated. The period of the grating was shown to have 

the greatest fabrication tolerance of the grating parameters as well as play a key role in 

determining the position of the reflective band. We have performed a threshold analysis on 

multiple VCSELs implementing our GaN SWG with variable bottom mirror reflectivity. Utilizing a 

GaN SWG with a suitable bottom mirror was shown to achieve threshold current densities as low 

as 4.6 kA/cm2.  

Practical blue and UV VCSELs have been shown to be achievable by implementation of 

SWG technology. We have shown that an AlN/SiO2 SWG can also achieve ultra-high reflectivity 

in the blue light emitting spectral regime, which can be useful for UV light emission where GaN 

is no longer transparent. Designing possible alternative bottom mirror SWGs is a potential future 

endeavor as well. Bottom mirror SWGs may be implemented via oxide deposition and SAE growth 

where the deposited oxide will be the grating bars. This work is one of many possible SWG 

implementations that can be utilized for blue emitting III-Nitride VCSELs, and there may be many 

more exceptional SWG reflectors to be found. Thus, it is likely SWGs can lead a path towards 

practical and efficient blue emitting III-Nitride VCSELs. 
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